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Coming in the July Issue of

Bridgewater Review

"Political Bosses in Urban America: Corruption or Contribution?"
by Dennis L. Lythgoe

"The Consumer Movement in the 1980s"
by Kathleen Browne Itig

"Rediscovering James T. Farrell"
by Charles Fanning

A Poem by
MaryAnne C. Leonard

Book Reviews:
Roger Dunn on John H. Dryfhout's
The Works of Augustus Saint-Gaudens

Pauline Harrington on Alan Dershowitz's
The Best Defense

Jacqueline Enos on Elizabeth Hardwick's
Seduction and Betrayal, Women and Literature

A Research Note:
"Toleration and Persecution:
The Jewish Community of Medieval Regensberg"
By Donald Keay

A Cultural Commentary:
"Louis Gottschalk: America's Dashing Musical Ambassador"
by Henry Santos